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Intro

Welcome to Try Swedish Creative Guidelines!

Try Swedish is an open invitation from the country of Sweden to food lovers all over 
the world to taste and explore our culture. It is an invitation to try our natural ingredi-
ents, tasty dishes, innovative food products and memorable culinary experinces. Try 
Swedish is also a confident statement about our special skills and the future. It is our 
way of telling the story of Sweden – the new culinary nation and all we have to offer. 

Together we are creating an image of Sweden – the new culinary nation and we hope 
these Creative Guidelines will inspire you. Use your imagination to tell our story and 
trigger the curiosity of foodies, opinion leaders, and decision makers worldwide.

As proud ambassadors of the Swedish food culture, our common goal is to put Sweden 
on the global food map. We believe that people around the world soon will know about 
Swedish food, drinks and experiences. An image connected with our nature, culinary 
heritage and creative lifestyle. A taste of a country where you can enjoy special flavors 
that is good for you, but also for the planet. 

We are building the brand of Swedish food, drinks and culinary experiences together!

Ami Hovstadius & Jesper Nordström
VisitSweden and Business Sweden
Stockholm in November 2012
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The look, the feel
and the story.
Why try Swedish?



Our nature
Swedish food takes its flavour and variety from our unique landscape –  
from the fertile soil of the south to the rugged wilderness of Lapland.  
Our nine climate zones, thousands of freshwater lakes, sweeping coastlines 
and vast forests infuse a rich food culture. 



Our heritage
We come from a tradition of making full use of what nature provides.  
Long winters have driven us to find new ways to prolong the summer’s  
bounty – from seed to leaf and nose to tail. 



Our curiosity
A deeply rooted imagination drives us to experiment  
and to embrace influences from all over the world. 



It’s all here
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Our story

Good food begins in the forests, the sea and the fields. Caring for animals, 
raw ingredients and the earth they spring from is in our blood. Swedish 
food takes its flavour and variety from our unique landscape – from the 
fertile soil of the south to the rugged wilderness of Lapland. Our nine 
climate zones, thousands of freshwater lakes, sweeping coastlines and 
vast forests infuse a rich food culture.
 
We come from a tradition of making full use of what nature provides. Long 
winters have driven us to find new ways to prolong the summer’s bounty 
– from seed to leaf and nose to tail. A deeply rooted imagination makes us 
eager to experiment and to embrace influences from all over the world.
 
Our curiosity is spurring us to sow potatoes in the depths of winter and 
create new ways to save every vitamin and flavour. It drives our chefs  
to reinvent school lunches and open world-class restaurants in remote 
moorland.
 
We believe in a simple idea: Eat well and you live well. To those who  
savour every bite, those who see food as an adventure, and those  
who want fresh and pure ingredients, we have a message: it’s all here.

Taste for yourself. Try Swedish!





CRISP BREAD



AT BOCUSE D’OR











Qui rem accatur aut od ut aribus 
quiaectum restio. Nonsequibus 
eatendae num sitinum is et aut es 
aut mi, quis aut andi aut reiciam 
fugia debitaquibus sus nonsequ 
unducid ut atur rehendis andis 
eum quo mo estis elesent qui 
omnitium fuga. Unt, officil iqua-
menist, solupta volest alit, ommo-
luptas re iditasp eribus dolum.

OSTBRICkA

Ut laceseq uatecto 
maionsequi sum hilitin ul-
parchitate ommolorepuda 
volor moditatibus eos et 
voloribus sitamus. Gia 
non commodit Ut laceseq 
uatecto maionsequi 
sum hil.



Graphic
toolbox
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Wordmark
and symbol

Try Swedish! is a protected wordmark. 
It is a message that unites stakeholders 
within Swedish food, drinks and 
culinary experiences. 

Try Swedish! is also an open invitation 
to foodies and professionals around the 
world to experience and savour our rich 
food culture.

The Try Swedish! wordmark and symbol; the Swedish flag. Also available with white wordmark

Single-colour version. Also available in white All colour variations are available with 
the wordmark on a single line

In addition, all versions are available without texture.  
Note: These are only for specific technical needs, such as 
vinyl cuts or stencils for painting
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The wordmark is  
a message

As explained on the previous page,  
Try Swedish! is a protected wordmark. 
It’s a message, a call to action, and 
should be used in that way.

Yes: The wordmark is to be used as a title or a message No: The wordmark is not to be used as a signature

C0 M100 Y80 K0

For those who savour every bite, 
for those who see food as an adventure, 
and for those who want to experience 
fresh and pure ingredients, 
we have a message: it’s all here. 

For those who savour every 
bite, for those who see food as 
an adventure, and for those 
who want to experience fresh 
and pure ingredients, we 
have a message: it’s all here. 
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Use white wordmark on dark backgroundsUse dark wordmark on light backgrounds

Use black-and-white wordmark when printing 
calls for it

Using wordmark
on backgrounds
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Using wordmark 
with additions

For two row additions, use 75% 
of line spacing for second row

An additonal text can be used to 
promote a Swedish tradition, product, 
ingredient, region or brand. This  
text can be self explanatory or more  
intriguing, depending on the context. 

When using additions to the wordmark 
on a dark background, a white text box 
can be used to highlight the addition.

On giveaways, a handwritten addition 
gives a personal touch. See example on 
page 31. Keep line spacing

Top: Preferred box addition
Bottom: Alternative box addition (3° slant)

LINGONBERRY
LEMONADE

AT BOCUSE D’OR PEPPARkAkA

HERRING
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Use Serifa (45 light, 65 bold) for all 
typography, both headlines and body 
copy, in print as well as on the web.  
Use Courier New when Serifa cannot  
be used.

Typography

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJkLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
0123456789,.!&?

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
0123456789,.!&?

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzåäö
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZÅÄÖ
0123456789,.!&?

Serifa 45 light

Serifa 65 bold

Courier New: alternative option
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Serifa light in a generous point size is 
the preferred typographical expression. 
Headlines are set in regular sentence 
case – upper case is reserved for 
making additions to the wordmark.

Use Serifa bold as a complementary 
form, for captions or where needed in 
body copy.

Using the
typography

UPPERCASE ADDITION
Use uppercase Serifa 45 light for additions to the wordmark

Lowercase headline
Use lowercase Serifa 45 light for headlines

For those who savour every bite, for those who see food 
as an adventure, and for those who want to experience 
the fresh and pure ingredients, we have a message: 
it’s all here. 
Use Serifa 45 Light for body copy (This example 16p/18p)

It’s all here.
Use Serifa 65 Bold when needed
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Be bold and big. Respect line spacing 
and margins.

Basic layout 
guidelines

C0 M100 Y80 K0

For those who savour every bite, 
for those who see food as an adventure, 
and for those who want to experience 
fresh and pure ingredients, 
we have a message: it’s all here. 

Left align

Margins based on the width of T

Respect right align

Line spacing
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The Try Swedish! colours are white, 
black, yellow and blue.

Inspirational colour palette for fabrics, 
props and interiors at events and expos.

Colours
Brand colours

Inspirational colour palette

CMYK: C100 M0 Y0 K0
RGB: R0 G160 B240
NCS: 1565-B

CMYK: C0 M10 Y100 K0
RGB: R255 G240 B0 
NCS: 0580-Y

Black White
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The Try Swedish! materials are 
typically Swedish: paper, steel and 
wood. The contrast between natural 
and high-tech materials reflects our 
rich heritage and curious attitude. 

Materials
Paper

Interior surfaces

White (high gloss),  
preferably acrylic, for 
walls, etc.

Stainless steel, for 
kitchens and workplace

Fibre cement, for walls Plywood/pine, for walls, 
shelves, tables, etc.

High quality white paper
(uncoated)

High quality white paper
(high gloss)

Cardboard
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● Why try?

● Our nature.

● Our heritage.

● Our curiousity.

● It’s all here.

● Try Swedish!

Guidelines for how to apply the 
elements of the graphic toolbox in  
a digital enviroment, for example a 
PowerPoint presentation.

Presentations

It’s all here.

Use the wordmark boldly on title slides

On content slides use white background and the 
wordmark as a header

For chapter slides, the wordmark can be used as 
a header

Images are preferably covering the whole page
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Guidelines for how to apply the 
elements of the graphic toolbox in 
print.

Examples in print

Wordmark applied to clothingThe Try Swedish! graphic toolbox in print

AT BOCUSE D’OR
Namus eosaerione eati odit di alici 
rem verum experio eumqui intlab 
idi quiseum derio mi.

Namus eosaerione eati oditladi alici 
rem verum et experio eumqui intlab 
idi quiseum derio mi.

3

Namus eosaerione eati odit la di alici rem verum 
et experio eumqui int lab idi quis eum derio 
mi.Anduciis dolore ipiciis quas et re occae 
parciunt iumquat uritat ut qui simet lam vitas et 
odit archit, odipsum qui cus voluptas dolupta 
dolorepudis molupta debitate repudan dandent, 
conem quis earum, con nos inctate ctoriti non 
nis et facia sit pores se occuptatqui dipid 
magnam, quam rem quaecture nis abo. Es que 
volor sumquis cuscilit doluptat explignimint 
liquaes quid quoditium esciass equam, volupis 
anda preri deliquo bernati natusam haribus mi, 
testiat ad es et, ommos ium fugitatur ab ipsam 
sit as simaximet harchiliquam essequo voluptis 
et eiur, omnimust, te lisimpo rrorrum inveliquas 
ad maionsequis si nonet lab idus am ne maximi, 
voluptatem dolum vollatur sinctem. Sed 
eiument, exerci volum et apeles vent auda 
denduntios ex eostes doluptamus nus plaborum 
volenimaiost pro et utest ad mi, netur ab ipicip-
sandam reicitatiur anis explaut iditate mquiam 

aliqui dita nobitibus ra voluptatquo ma nessit 
aris exerumqui simus estions eceperum excesti 
te idelend aeritaq uaspid que reprerum rem 
ullatios delitio vendit quo ipsam qui utem quo 
velicia a quis si culpa voluptat.
Riat quo voluptat ipidusa perovitiaero 
veniendae. Ita quibusciet es dolupient, omnisto 
intur ate nostrumquo omnis ut arunt volecturio 
blaborrorum eatur sitatur, officid ma dolupta 
dolori velit accus. Tem voloratisim qui veruptae-
ctis nos quae nobitae. Apictur amet ut aspit 
moluptae destiumet raes dus. Ore voluptas sim 
as vid qui volorum volore labo. Nus rem 
vellorrum entendignis ex eicimol uptatib 
usciendustis explit, inis eum accum sunt et unt 
aut fuga. Atiusae num solupta tecessu sanihil es 
ut ulparum re quunt molorpo restist, nem veles 
molores resse vollabo restiaecae maximpoGit 
moluptam, toribus et officiat re dolorem. 
Nequamus, tem simet velit quis et asimporitis 
endipsame ipiciunt autatium saperro eos aborita 
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A sample of the food, drink, tradition, 
region or producer we promote makes  
Try Swedish! events even tastier. 

Giveaways

Example: with partner logotypeExample: handwritten on themed goodie bag
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The Try Swedish! nature imagery 
shows the foundation of our food 
culture; the changing seasons and geo-
graphical variety. These are examples 
of preferred images from Image Bank 
Sweden. 

To find one of these pictures, type in 
the corresponding number in Image 
Bank Sweden’s search field.

http://www.imagebank.sweden.se

Imagery 
– nature & heritage

705

679

254

765

1692

1585

762

369

76

1528

595

1266

319

698

1721

1342

330

673

246

93

699

729 586 1296

694

1262
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The Try Swedish! experience imagery 
reflects our desire to explore food in 
new and exciting ways – and places. 
These are examples of preferred 
images from Image Bank Sweden. 

To find one of these pictures, type in 
the corresponding number in Image 
Bank Sweden’s search field.

http://www.imagebank.sweden.se

Imagery
– experience

1300

591

69

901

1527

1017

1241

1687

279

1683

73

917

663

1203

303

584

1751

1711

1625

1819

1284

703

1525



Events & expos
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Concept

“Welcome to our kitchen!” This is  
the overall interior concept when  
Try Swedish! participates in expos  
and events.

The Try Swedish! kitchen is a warm 
and inviting place where guests can 
experience our Swedish food culture  
and lifestyle in a less formal context. 

The materials and choice of interior 
elements visualise the contrast 
between heritage and high-tech. Storage

Framed images from 
Image Bank Sweden

Dining area with
smaller groups of 
tables and chairs

Rugs and textiles
to create a warm and 
personal feeling

Cupboard to showcase 
Swedish products and 
brands

Kitchen island
– the stage

Display table
for sampling and 
demonstration
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In the Try Swedish! kitchen, an eclectic 
mix of vintage furniture, IKEA interior 
pieces and exclusive (preferably 
Swedish or Nordic) designs creates a 
warm and inviting ambiance.

Inspiration
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Cushions and blankets 
create a welcoming feeling. 
Use on chairs and sofas

Use rugs  
on the floor

Framed 
pictures and 
souvenirs add 
personality

The examples on this page are all from 
the current IKEA range.

Furnishing

Wooden furniture. 
Use for storage and 
display

Use ambient 
lighting to 
create a warm 
atmosphere

Examples of props Mix and match
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Materials

Preferred materials.

Floor surfaces

Interior surfaces

White (high gloss), 
preferably acrylic, 
for walls, etc.

Stainless steel, for 
kitchens and workplace

Fibre cement, for walls Plywood/pine, for walls, 
shelves, tables, etc

Grey materials, for floors Wooden floors White



Copy
toolbox
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Try Swedish! has a characteristic tone 
of voice. Our tonality and vocabulary 
reflect our personality and core values. 
By always using the same voice in 
every channel, the Try Swedish! 
message is recognised and appreciated. 

Tonality

We are inviting, honest and curious. 

We use a simple language. When in doubt, choose the 
more common expression or phrase. 

We keep in mind that our audiences do 
not always have English as their first language.

We have a friendly and personal tone. 
Regardless of whom we’re talking to.
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This is our manifesto, based on our 
reasons to Try Swedish!

Story

Good food begins in the forests, the sea and the fields. Caring for animals, 
raw ingredients and the earth they spring from is in our blood. Swedish 
food takes its flavour and variety from our unique landscape – from the 
fertile soil of the south to the rugged wilderness of Lapland. Our nine 
climate zones, thousands of freshwater lakes, sweeping coastlines and 
vast forests infuse a rich food culture.
 
We come from a tradition of making full use of what nature provides. Long 
winters have driven us to find new ways to prolong the summer’s bounty 
– from seed to leaf and nose to tail. A deeply rooted imagination makes us 
eager to experiment and to embrace influences from all over the world.
 
Our curiosity is spurring us to sow potatoes in the depths of winter and 
create new ways to save every vitamin and flavour. It drives our chefs  
to reinvent school lunches and open world-class restaurants in remote 
moorland.
 
We believe in a simple idea: Eat well and you live well. To those who  
savour every bite, those who see food as an adventure, and those  
who want fresh and pure ingredients, we have a message: it’s all here.

Taste for yourself. Try Swedish!
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Choose key sentences to enhance  
Try Swedish! in your communication  
or activity, while always keeping the 
context in mind. 

Using the story  
to add flavour

Brand promise

We believe in a simple idea: Eat well and you live well. 

Key sentences: Nature

Caring for animals, raw ingredients and the earth they spring from is in our blood. 

Swedish food takes its flavour and variety from our unique landscape – from the  
fertile soil of the south to the rugged wilderness of Lapland. Our nine climate  
zones, thousands of freshwater lakes, sweeping coastlines and vast forests infuse  
a rich food culture.

Key sentences: Heritage

We come from a tradition of making full use of what nature provides. Long winters  
have driven us to find new ways to prolong the summer’s bounty – from seed to leaf  
and nose to tail.

Caring for animals, raw ingredients and the earth they spring from is in our blood. 

Key sentences: Curiosity

We are eager to experiment and embrace influences from all over the world.

Key sentence: The call

Taste for yourself. Try Swedish!
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Example of event invitation

What do these chocolatiers have that you don’t?

A view of the white-capped foothills of Åre.

Nestled at the base of the snow-capped mountains, chocolate pots simmer on  
the stove under a slant of northern light. Nine million truffles are made at the Åre  
Chocolate Factory each year, all by hand, flavoured with the best raw ingredients 
nature has to offer.

Join us this Saturday at Selfridges for a new take on the traditional Swedish  
fika, or coffee break. Have a steaming hot cup of Gevalia coffee while you sample  
chocolate brittle studded with licorice, truffles filled with goat whey, and the  
Åre Chocolate Factory’s signature: a white chocolate morsel bursting with the  
flavour of mountain blueberries.

The Åre Chocolate Factory is just one example of the culinary world of Sweden 
today. Learn more about Swedish food and the chefs and artisans that define it at 
www.tryswedish.com. Then come and taste for yourself. Try Swedish!

Try Swedish! is an open invitation from the country of Sweden to taste and explore 
the world of our food culture.

For foodies, it’s about creating desire. 
This target group wants to be inspired 
and surprised. They want to get the 
inside scoop on what the culinary 
nation of Sweden has to offer. They are 
looking for a reason to come and expe-
rience new and exotic food in person. 
 
When we talk to foodies we will 
therefore focus on the experience. We 
emphasise experimentation, flavours 
and our unique territory. We will tell 
them stories that they can tell others. 
We will be frugal with adjectives but 
provide details about the flavours, 
ingredients, purchase and preparations. 
The result will be a vivid picture of 
culinary Sweden.

Target group 1  
– foodies
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Example of event invitation

Try Swedish wilderness

If you consider yourself to be a bit of a foodie, you might have heard of a place  
called Fäviken. This restaurant, nestled in the foothills of the majestic mountains  
of northern Sweden, has been called “the world’s most daring restaurant”. But if  
you haven’t yet joined the queue of international diners lined up for one of its twelve 
seats, relax. Friday 29 January at 7pm, we bring Fäviken to you. 

Welcome to the Taste the Wilderness party at the Try Swedish! booth at Bocuse 
d’Or, in the presence of his Royal Highness Prince Carl Philip of Sweden. 

Join us as chef Magnus Nilsson, the rising star of Nordic cooking, explains how  
he and his colleagues at Fäviken make full use of what nature provides – from seed 
to leaf, nose to tail, farm to plate.
 
Like other contemporary Swedish chefs and artisans, Magnus Nilsson creates an 
entirely new experience by reinventing Swedish culinary traditions and focusing 
on our characteristic raw ingredients. Learn more about the world of Swedish food 
at: www.tryswedish.com. Then come and taste for yourself. Try Swedish!

Try Swedish! is an open invitation from the country of Sweden to taste and explore 

Target group 1  
– foodies cont.
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Try Swedish! should be perceived as 
open an invitation from the country of 
Sweden, and not as a campaign from 
the Government of Sweden. 

The line can be used together with the 
logotype, as well as in body copy. 

Sum up line

Try Swedish is an open invitation from 
the country of Sweden to taste and explore 
the world of our food culture. 



Co-marketing
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Try Swedish is an open invitation 

from the country of Sweden to 

taste and explore the world of our 

food culture.

Adding flavour
to your brand

46Identity Guidelines: Try SwedishCo-marketing

The Try Swedish! tag is a way of 
demonstrating that your brand is part 
of the culinary movement in Sweden.
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Using the tag

The tag is free for you to use, both in its 
physical form and as a graphic element.  

Co-marketing

90 mm

More text examples on page 53.

Feel free to use white tags with hand writing.

Back side printed with sum up line.

40 mm
Lakritsfabriken is one of the many 
ingredients that adds flavour to the 
culinary experience of Sweden.

LICORICE

Try Swedish is an open invitation 
from the country of Sweden to 
taste and explore the world of our 
food culture.
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The look

Co-marketing

Invitation

Folder

Goodie bag

Products

Examples of how the tag can be used 
as a graphic element on different units.

Exhibition stand
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The look on-line

Co-marketing

Powerpoint presentation

Online

#tryswedish on Instagram or on Twitter

The tag can also be used as a digital 
element on-line. 

Feel free to use #tryswedish on 
Instagram and Twitter.
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Feel free to use these sum up lines  
to explain the Try Swedish message, 
and how your brand is a part of the 
movement.  

Note that Try Swedish! should be 
perceived as an open invitation from 
the country of Sweden, and not as a 
campaign from VisitSweden, Business 
Sweden and the Government of 
Sweden. 

Sum up lines

Try Swedish is an open invitation from the 
country of Sweden to taste and explore the 
world of our food culture.

Lakritsfabriken is one of the many
ingredients that adds flavour to the 
culinary experience of Sweden.

Lakritsfabriken is a part of Sweden
 – the new culinary nation.

Lakritsfabriken is part of the culinary 
experience of Sweden.

How to explain the Try Swedish message:

How your brand is a part of the movement:

Ex 1.

Ex 2.

Ex 3.



Appendix
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We are building a brand together. An 
attractor and a trigger for food lovers 
all over the world to try our Swedish 
food, drinks and culinary experiences. 
The communication platform is built on 
nine key elements. These elements 
define what we stand for, who we are 
and what we do – and for whom. Where 
we are today and where we want to be 
tomorrow. Sweden – the new culinary 
nation 2020.

This communication platform has been 
developed by VisitSweden, the Swedish 
Board of Agriculture and Business Sweden 
in close co-operation with people from all over 
the country, representing the Swedish food, 
drink and tourism industry. The objective 
from the Swedish government is for all of us to 
convey an attractive and consistent image of 
Sweden as the new culinary nation in Europe.

Communication 
platform

Mission
What do we do for the 

world? Why do we exist?
Celebrating Swedish food 
culture, to share the taste 

of a better life.

Vision
Our future positioning

Sweden is the new culinary 
nation. Best at food in 

Europe.

Values
What values are guiding 

our work?
Curiosity 
Honesty 
Caring 
QualityPromise

A tastier life
Special flavours 
Healthy lifestyle 

Sustainability

Positioning
Sweden – representing 

innovation and quality of 
life.

Tone of voice
What personality  

do we convey?
Innovative 

Honest 
Joyful

Positioning today
What sets us apart?

Creative producers using 
natural pure ingredients 
creating new and unique 

flavors.

Product
What are we selling?
Unique flavors made  

from natural ingredients,  
creatively prepared with  
inspiration from Swedish 

heritage and the world,  
for pleasure, health  

and well-being.

Target audience
Conceptual target audience
The curious food traveller 

and consumer.
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VisitSweden 
(The Swedish Tourism Board)

Business Sweden 
(The Swedish Trade Council)

Ami Hovstadius
Communications Manager for Sweden – the new culinary nation

VisitSweden
Visiting address: Sveavägen 21, Stockholm
Postal address: Box 3030, SE-103 61 Stocholm, Sweden
Phone: +46 709 99 45 00
E-mail: ami.hovstadius@visitsweden.com
Web: www.visitsweden.com/food
 www.government.se/sb/d/11310/a/117765
 bloggar.visitsweden.com/culinaryacademyofsweden

Maria Varnauskas
Business Area Manager Food

Business Sweden
Visiting address: Klarabergsviadukten 70, Stockholm
Postal address: Box 240, SE-101 24 Stocholm, Sweden
Phone: +46 70 815 02 63
E-mail: maria.varnauskas@businesssweden.se
Web: www.businesssweden.se

Contacts
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Terms and conditions of use
‘Try Swedish! Creative guidelines’ have been developed to create a common 
image of Sweden – the new culinary nation. Swedish companies and organi-
zations may use Try Swedish! creative elements and message for marketing 
purposes, provided that these guidelines are followed, and that the vision’s 
core values are shared: curiosity, honesty, caring and quality.

Terms & 
conditions



It’s all here.


